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On the Mechanism for Interface Trap Generation
in MOS Transistors Due to Channel Hot Carrier
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Abstract—The classical concept and theory suggest that the
degradation of MOS transistors is caused by interface trap
generation resulting from “hot carrier injection.” We report three
new experiments that use the deuterium isotope effect to probe the
mechanism for interface trap generation in n-MOS transistors in
the presence of hot hole and electron injection. These experiments
show clearly that hot carrier injection into the gate oxide exhibits
essentially no isotope effect, whereas channel hot electrons at the
interface exhibit a large isotope effect. This leads to the conclusion
that channel hot electrons, not carriers injected into the gate
oxide, are primarily responsible for interface trap generation for
standard hot carrier stressing.

Index Terms—CMOS, deuterium, hot-carrier, reliability.

M ANY experiments on interface trap generation have
been carried out by intentionally injecting hot holes and

electrons into SiO2 [1], [2] and by channel hot carrier stressing
or drain avalanche stressing [3]–[7]. (Drain avalanche stressing
is a standard hot carrier stressing technique that uses high drain
voltage and reasonable gate voltage to produce the maximum
substrate current.) More evidence has been provided that the
degradation is associated with interface trap creation [5] and
oxide trap formation in the vicinity of the drain junction [6]. It is
commonly accepted that the interface trap generation is caused
by hole and electron injection into the oxide during channel
hot carrier stressing or drain avalanche stressing. The recent
discovery of the giant deuterium isotope effect in transistor
degradation [8]–[11] presents new experimental opportunities
for elucidating the underlying degradation mechanism. It is
therefore interesting to investigate the deuterium isotope effect
for various carrier injection modes into the gate oxide. If the
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widely accepted model of interface trap generation by hot
carrier injection is true, then carrier injection experiments
should exhibit the same giant isotope effect as has been
observed for drain avalanche stressing. Such experiments and
their consequences for the mechanism of trap generation are
the subject of this letter.

We have performed three experiments to intentionally inject
holes and electrons deep into the oxide and also have them
present only at the interface. In the experiments, 0.35-µm 3.3-V
NMOS transistors with a gate oxide of 65 Å were used. In the
first experiment, hot holes were injected into the oxide by ap-
plying a negative gate voltage ( V). A detailed descrip-
tion of hole injection and trapping in the oxide can be found
in [12]. For the hole injection experiment, the source, drain,
and bulk (p-well) were grounded, and a negative bias (−9 V)
was applied to the gate in the dark. In the second experiment,
hot electrons were injected deep into the oxide from the sub-
strate. To achieve this, the drain and source were floated, the
gate was grounded, and a negative bias from−12 to−17 V was
applied to the bulk. The third experiment was designed to di-
rect hot electrons only toward the interface from the substrate.
In this experiment, the source and drain were grounded, 1 V
was applied to gate, and−11 V was applied to the substrate.
A large number of hot electrons (in milliamperes) can be gen-
erated by impact ionization in the depletion region. These hot
electrons are confined to the immediate region of the interface
because of the low gate voltage. In addition, we performed stan-
dard drain avalanche hot carrier stressing of NMOS transistors
by stressing at the maximum substrate current with V.
The degradation tests were carried out using an HP4155A semi-
conductor parameter analyzer. The test code was modified to
monitor the polarity of the shift of the threshold voltage and
the transconductance . The interface traps were monitored
by charge-pumping measurements. The set-up consists of the
HP4155A, an HP E5250A switching matrix, and a Racal-Dana
2021 programmable pulse generator.

Fig. 1 shows the results from the first experiment, which mea-
sures the deuterium isotope effect for the hot hole injection only.
The figure shows the time-dependent shift and the inter-
face trap increment for NMOS transistors stressed in the dark at

and V. Chips from neighboring
locations on the same wafer were annealed at 450C for 3 h in
100% H2 and 100% D2, respectively. It is seen that initially, the
threshold voltage shift ( ) changes toward the negative
side, indicating that holes are indeed being injected and trapped
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of threshold voltage shift and the interface trap
increment for n-MOS transistors annealed at 450�C for 3 hr. in 100% H2 (O
�) and 100% D2 (� ). The devices were stressed atV = V = V = 0 V
andV = �9 V in the dark.

in the oxide. For absolute values of below 8 V, no significant
hole trapping can be observed. After∼3000 s, ( ) be-
gins to change toward the positive side, indicating that negative
charge starts to build up due to electron injection from the gate.
A gate current of∼200 pA was measured. Under these condi-
tions, the interface traps are generated by hole injection. It is
quite interesting to note, from Fig. 1, that the isotope effect for
hole injection is very small. Over the entire stressing time in-
terval, there is essentially no difference between hydrogen and
deuterium annealed devices. Even during the electron injection
stage, no isotope effect is observed. This experiment has been
repeated several times with the same result.

Fig. 2 shows the results from the second experiment in which
hot electrons were injected into the gate oxide with the source
and drain floating. The voltages applied across the gate and the
substrate were 12 and 17 V, respectively. It is observed that hot
electrons, which are deeply injected into the gate oxide, indeed
generate interface traps. For V and V, the
gate current is 1.8 nA and for V and V,
the gate current is 15 nA. For V and
V, the initial shift in the first second is very large. After the
initial period, the generation rate decreases significantly. The
slope for the interface trap generation is even smaller than that
for V. This indicates that hot electron injection is not
a very efficient process for interface trap generation as has been
known before. Again, comparing the deuterium and hydrogen
processed devices shows no discernible difference for interface
trap generation. This means that there is no isotope effect in this
case either.

From the above two experiments, it can be concluded that
hole and electron injection into the oxide are not associated with
a significant isotope effect in threshold shift and trap generation.
The atomic mechanism for the trap generation due to hot carrier
injection into the oxide may be related to oxygen vacancies, but
has not yet been uniquely determined.

Fig. 3 shows the third experiment where hot electrons are in-
jected only at the interface. In this experiment, the source and

Fig. 2. Time dependence of the interface trap increment for n-MOS transistors
annealed at 450�C for 3 h in 100% H2 (O�) and 100% D2 (� ). The devices
were stressed atV = 0 V andV = �12 V in the dark with source and drain
floated, and atV = 0 V andV = �17 V in the dark with source and drain
floated.

Fig. 3. Time dependence of the interface trap increment for n-MOS transistors
annealed at 450�C for 3 h in 100% H2 (O�) and 100% D2 (� ). The devices
were stressed atV = V = 0 V, V = 1 V andV = �11 V in the dark.

drain were grounded, 1 V was applied to the gate, and−11 V was
applied to the substrate. The high-energy electrons produced in
the depletion region due to the impact ionization are present just
at the interface because of the low gate voltage. After measuring
the gate current, the substrate current, the source current, and
the drain current, it is found that a large number of hot electrons
(∼1 mA) are present at the interface and pass through the source
and drain. A small amount of gate current (1.4 nA), equivalent to
that in the second experiment, was also measured. The key dif-
ference, however, is the presence of a high density of channel
hot electrons that can interact with the interface without being
injected into the oxide. It is found that many more interface traps
are generated than in the second experiment, presumably as a re-
sult of this interaction. In addition, a notable difference appears
in this experiment: the degradation is associated with a large
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of the interface trap increment for n-MOS transistors
annealed at 450�C for 3 h in 100% H2 (O) and 100% D2 (�). The devices were
stressed atV = 5:5 V, V = 0 V, V = 2:5 V andV = 0 V in the dark.

isotope effect (7 times). This means that a significant amount of
interface traps are generated via a mechanism associated with
the isotope effect, i.e., involving hydrogen. This mechanism is
very different from that of electron injection into the oxide.

Fig. 4 shows the standard hot carrier stressing (drain
avalanche stressing). The n-MOS transistors were stressed at

V, V, and V. In this case,
a giant isotope effect (60 times) is observed. The gate current
is very small (only 0.53 pA) for V, and even when
the gate voltage reaches 5.5 V, the gate current is only 70 pA.
This indicates that carrier injection is very small. The substrate
current and drain current are very large. All of these results
indicate that a large amount of interface traps are generated by
a mechanism, which is different from that of electron and hole
injection into the oxide. Therefore, for standard channel hot
carrier stressing, channel hot electrons that are not injected into
the gate oxide generate a significant amount of interface traps.

In summary, three new experiments for the deuterium isotope
effect for hot hole and electron injection have been performed to
probe the mechanism of interface trap generation during normal
hot carrier stress. It has been found that hot carrier injection into

the gate oxide is not involved in the deuterium isotope effect.
Only hot electron damage at the interface shows the isotope
effect. In the standard hot carrier stressing, channel hot elec-
trons, which are not injected into the oxide, generate a signifi-
cant amount of interface damage. We believe that this modified
picture provides a better understanding than the traditionally ac-
cepted concept that interface traps are generated mostly by hot
hole and electron injection into the oxide.
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